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Abstract

The primary scientific goal of ICARUS (Investigation of Coronal AcceleRation and

heating of solar wind Up to the Sun), a mother-daughter satellite mission, proposed in

response to the ESA “Voyage 2050” Call, will be to determine how the magnetic field

and plasma dynamics in the outer solar atmosphere give rise to the corona, the solar

wind, and the entire heliosphere. Reaching this goal will be a Rosetta Stone step, with

results that are broadly applicable within the fields of space plasma physics and astro-

physics. Within ESA’s Cosmic Vision roadmap, these science goals address Theme

2: “How does the Solar System work?” by investigating basic processes occurring

“From the Sun to the edge of the Solar System”. ICARUS will not only advance

our understanding of the plasma environment around our Sun, but also of the numer-

ous magnetically active stars with hot plasma coronae. ICARUS I will perform the

first direct in situ measurements of electromagnetic fields, particle acceleration, wave

activity, energy distribution, and flows directly in the regions in which the solar wind

emerges from the coronal plasma. ICARUS I will have a perihelion altitude of 1 solar

radius and will cross the region where the major energy deposition occurs. The polar

orbit of ICARUS I will enable crossing the regions where both the fast and slow

winds are generated. It will probe the local characteristics of the plasma and pro-

vide unique information about the physical processes involved in the creation of the

solar wind. ICARUS II will observe this region using remote-sensing instruments,

providing simultaneous, contextual information about regions crossed by ICARUS

I and the solar atmosphere below as observed by solar telescopes. It will thus pro-

vide bridges for understanding the magnetic links between the heliosphere and the

solar atmosphere. Such information is crucial to our understanding of the plasma

physics and electrodynamics of the solar atmosphere. ICARUS II will also play a very

important relay role, enabling the radio-link with ICARUS I. It will receive, collect,
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and store information transmitted from ICARUS I during its closest approach to the

Sun. It will also perform preliminary data processing before transmitting it to Earth.

Performing such unique in situ observations in the area where presumably hazardous

solar energetic particles are energized, ICARUS will provide fundamental advances

in our capabilities to monitor and forecast the space radiation environment. There-

fore, the results from the ICARUS mission will be extremely crucial for future space

explorations, especially for long-term crewed space missions.

Keywords Solar wind · Heliophysics · Solar atmosphere · Space mission

1 Introduction

The solar corona is crucial for understanding the process of the formation of the solar

wind and consequently the Sun-Earth connections. It is still poorly explored, most

of the studies by the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) and Ulysses were

remote and distant, and just recently the measurements by Parker Solar Probe allowed

to discover the complexity of the physical processes in the upper corona and in the

region where the flow becomes sub-Alfvenic [1–3]. These studies clearly show that

in situ measurements are necessary for further progress.

Hereafter, we propose a concept for a scientifically important space mission to

explore the source of the solar wind from inside the solar corona at altitudes of

between 2 and 60 RS (solar radii).

Our primary science objective is to understand the processes that heat the solar

corona and produce the solar wind and to determine the energy sources and paths for

energy exchange between different components of plasma. ICARUS (Investigation

of Coronal AcceleRation and heating of solar wind Up to the Sun), the concept of

the mission we propose in response to ESA’s “Voyage 2050” Call for science themes

for future missions, will accomplish this objective with a combination of in situ par-

ticle and fields measurements onboard the ICARUS I satellite and a suite of remote

sensing instruments onboard the ICARUS II satellite. The in situ instruments will

measure all structures of various scales, including some of the smallest filamentary

structures, transients, and waves in coronal holes and streamers along its trajectory.

ICARUS I will enter the most important regions where the major energy dissipation

occurs, to carry out in situ direct measurements in the area where the corona is heated

and coronal plasma forms the solar wind for the first time. ICARUS I will cross most

of the crucial regions in which both the slow and fast solar winds are formed. The

remote sensing instruments onboard ICARUS II will detect both small-scale, tran-

sient magnetic structures and provide the global context and coronal conditions at the

Sun and its environment during the crucial part of the closest approach of ICARUS I

to the solar surface. To achieve these objectives we propose to carry out the following

measurements:

1. In situ measurements

– plasma distribution functions and ion composition;

– plasma waves;
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– electric and magnetic fields;

– neutron detector.

2. Remote sensing

– magnetograph/Doppler (helioseismology) imaging of the Sun;

– high spatial-resolution extreme ultraviolet / X-ray imaging of the Sun;

– coronal imaging.

The mission and spacecraft designs are based on previously proposed concepts

that were developed during earlier mission studies, namely Parker Solar Probe [4]

and PHOIBOS [5]. This paper is an expanded version of the White Paper submitted

in response to the ESA “Voyage 2050” Call.

1.1 Context

The primary scientific objective of the ICARUS mission will be to determine how

magnetic field and plasma evolve in the solar atmosphere forming the corona, the

solar wind, and the heliosphere. Achieving this goal will be a Rosetta-stone step for

long standing fundamental astrophysical problems, that will shed light on not only the

generation of the plasma environment of our own Sun, but also of the space plasma

environment of numerous magnetically active stars, where hot tenuous magnetized

plasmas are responsible for the energy transport and acceleration of particles over

a wide range of scales. Moreover, by making the only direct, in situ measurements

in the area where the processes of solar energetic particles energisation is initiated

ICARUS will make unique and fundamental contributions to our ability to understand

and predict the radiation environment in which future uncrewed and crewed space

missions will operate

1.2 Why should we fly so close to the Sun’s surface?

One of the last unexplored regions of the Solar System lies within 0.3 AU of the

Sun. The goals of the Parker Solar Probe [4] (launched 2018) and Solar Orbiter [6]

(launched 2020) missions are to study the solar wind inside and around this distance.

Parker Solar Probe will approach as close as 9.8 RS , and Solar Orbiter will approach

to 0.3 AU but will move outside of the ecliptic plane to latitudes as large as 38◦.

Although Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter will shed light on many questions

concerning the solar wind heating and acceleration, the satellite trajectories, selected

due to technical constraints, will fail to explore some critical regions in which impor-

tant heating and acceleration processes take place. The most critical region is where

the maximum energy dissipation occurs and the maximum of ion and electron tem-

perature is supposed to be achieved. Both Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter will

miss this very vital space plasma region.

1.3 Analysis of the white light observations

White light brightness and polarization observations during solar eclipses have been

employed to identify radial profiles of the solar corona electron density ne(r). The
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gradient of ne(r) enables the determination of the density scale height H . Since H

is proportional to the temperature, coronal temperatures have been determined at dif-

ferent heliographic latitudes and for different levels of solar activity. Several different

methods have been used to determine the maximum temperature. They give compa-

rable estimates of the maximum temperature about 1.1–1.5 MK. However there exist

some differences in the heights at which this maximum will occur. Different meth-

ods of evaluation for the temperature profile provide quite strong arguments that the

most significant fraction of the heating/acceleration of the solar wind occurs at alti-

tudes of between 0.1 RS and 2–4 RS [7], i.e. sufficiently closer to the Sun than the

closest distance to be achieved by the Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter.

The physical processes that heat the solar wind are still poorly understood and are

complex. One of the mysteries is related to the heating of the minor ions. Measure-

ments of different UV spectral lines provide strong arguments that some of the ions,

for instance O5+ may be heated up to temperatures one and a half orders of magni-

tude higher than the protons, that is, the ratio of temperatures may be larger than the

mass ratio of ion components [8].

Another set of problems is related to the kinetic physics of the formation of parti-

cle distribution functions. It is well established that the electron distribution consists

of several components, such as the core, strahl, halo, and super-halo. The effects of

filtering [9], collisions, magnetic field divergence [10], wave activity, and intense

macroscopic electric fields play important roles in the dynamics and formation of

the different plasma components of the solar wind. However, current models are

too simplistic to determine the relative role of these processes and their realistic

characteristics, even for the case of the quasi-stationary solar wind.

Recent measurements by the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), Solar

Dynamics Observatory (SDO), Hinode, and the Interface Region Imaging Spectro-

graph (IRIS) have shown evidence for the presence of a large number of dynamic

features that make the formation of particle distributions even more complex. The

solar corona is very dynamic and intermittent and the relative role of the differ-

ent dynamic features, such as streamers or jets, in the formation of the slow and

rapid winds is not completely clear. Moreover, the physical processes that form the

solar wind take place in the chromosphere, a region that can currently only be stud-

ied by means of remote sensing. These processes are enormously important as one

of the stages of the formation of the solar wind. Some quite important discoveries

from the Hinode and IRIS satellites point to the importance of in situ studies of the

characteristics of the plasma in the lower corona.

We do not have any direct experimental in situ measurements of processes in the

regions where this formation takes place, and the current (SDO, Parker, Solar Orbiter)

and planned future missions will not help us to solve all of these problems.

Until now these processes have only been studied by means of the remote sensing,

and the regions where they occur are well inside 9 RS . Thus it is rather improbable

that Parker Solar Probe can study them in situ.

Other important regions are situated around the transition region from subsonic

to supersonic flow. The flow in this region can be quite unstable and multiple insta-

bilities capable of modifying the particle distribution functions may be present in

these regions and may play quite an important role in the formation of particle
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distributions. The studies of instabilities in the polar regions of the magnetosphere,

in which the polar wind is formed, present quite strong arguments that the role of

different types of plasma and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves may be quite

important. The study of wave particle interactions and wave activity in situ represent

a very important problem in solar and solar wind physics.

1.4 Scientific objectives

At solar minimum the flow of solar wind may be separated into two distinct streams,

known as the slow and fast solar wind, which exhibit typical velocities of about 400

km/s and 750 km/s respectively. Ulysses has shown that the high speed streams come

from coronal holes and then, via superradial expansion, fill in the heliosphere. As the

solar cycle develops, the latitudinal expansion of the streamer belt occurs. When solar

maximum is reached, intermittent regions of fast and slow solar wind are uniformly

distributed around the solar disc. This is illustrated by the ‘dial plot’ in Fig. 1 [11],

which shows the latitudinal distribution of solar wind speed measurements during

the first Ulysses orbit (corresponding to solar minimum) and its second orbit at solar

maximum.

The fast solar wind originates from regions in which the coronal electron tem-

perature is lower. This anti correlation of the solar wind velocity and the coronal

electron temperature, where the freezing in of minor ion charge states occurs (Fig. 2),

indicates that the basis of the original solar wind theory [12], i.e. that solar wind

expansion is caused by the high coronal electron temperatures and electron heat con-

duction, may be presumably applicable only to the fast winds that originate from

coronal holes.

The persistent positive correlation of in situ wind speed and proton temperature

and very high temperatures of the coronal ions observed by SOHO indicate that other

processes or forces, such as wave-particle interactions or the magnetic mirror force,

may play a role in the expansion of the solar corona.

SOHO observations have added greatly to our knowledge of the slow solar wind.

X-ray observations from Yohkoh show that the slow solar wind emanates from the

magnetic activity belt and appears to continuously expand in a bursty, intermittent

fashion from the top of helmet streamers. A third type of flow, arising from the

eruption of larger coronal magnetic structures, i.e. coronal mass ejections (CMEs),

creates shock waves whose leading edges create conditions for the acceleration of

high-energy particles. Ulysses has shown that as the solar activity cycle progresses,

the simple structure of regions of fast and slow solar wind gives way to a highly

variable but typically slower solar wind at solar maximum.

The energy responsible for the heating of the corona and driving the solar wind is

presumed to come from photospheric motions. The structure of the coronal plasma

and photospheric magnetic fields is responsible for channeling, storage, and dissipa-

tion of this energy. Recent measurements from Hinode and IRIS led to the discovery

of many dynamic jet-like features in the chromosphere, transition region, and low

corona. For example, chromospheric anemone jets occur in active regions outside

sunspots and possess typical dimensions of 2000–5000 km long and 150–300 kilo-

meters wide [14] and exhibit an inverted Y-shape similar to that of the anemone
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Fig. 1 Polar plots of solar wind speed as a function of latitude for Ulysses’ first two orbits, superposed

on solar images characteristic of solar min (8/17/96, left panel) and max (12/ 07/00, right panel), EIT,

LASCO C2 images from SOHO, and Mauna Loa K-coronameter. These images show how the solar wind

characteristics measured in situ depend strongly on the solar coronal magnetic field structure, fast wind

emanating from coronal holes and slow wind appearing to originate from the magnetic activity belt. (Figure

and caption from [11]). Copyright 2003 by the American Geophysical Union

jets observed in the corona that result from small-scale reconnection processes.

Penumbral microjets, another class of fine-scale jet-like feature, typically have small

widths (∼400 kilometers) and short duration of less than 1 minute. The identifica-

tion of these events has proven to be quite difficult from existing observations. These

microjets may probably result from magnetic reconnection processes within the com-

plex magnetic configuration of sunspot penumbrae and may provide an important

contribution to heating of the corona above a sunspot [15].

Fundamental plasma processes, such as waves, instabilities, magnetic reconnec-

tion, velocity filtration, and turbulent cascades, occur over a huge range of temporal

and spatial scales and are presumed to be involved in the heating of the corona and

acceleration of the solar wind. The lack of magnetic field measurements as well as

detailed characteristics of the various plasma populations in the region inside 70 RS

hinders their validation or confutation at this time. Although Solar Orbiter will oper-

ate within 0.3 AU (60 RS) and Parker Solar Probe as close as 9.8 RS (in 2024), only

ICARUS will be able to explore the critical regions within 10 RS .
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Fig. 2 Anti-correlation of solar wind speed (green dashed line) with the freezing in temperatures deter-

mined from O7 to O6 abundances (blue line), and magnesium to oxygen composition ratios (red line) as a

function of time during a low-latitude high-speed low-speed wind crossing period in Ulysses’ first orbit.

(Figure and caption from [13])

Basic unanswered questions concern the storage, transport, exchange, and transforma-

tion to different forms before freeing up the mechanical energy necessary for coronal

heating; the specific mechanism(s) for the conversion of energy between the magnetic

field and thermal and nonthermal particle populations; the dynamics of photospheric and

coronal magnetic fields in the source regions of the solar wind; and the sources of

high-energy particles and the mechanisms by which they are accelerated.

These questions motivate three broadly distinct but interlinked top-level objectives

for the ICARUS mission. An additional, exploratory objective would be to investi-

gate the source, composition, and dynamics of dust in the inner Solar System. The

role of dust, however, will not be addressed in what follows. Let us now discuss

how the three main objectives translate into specific scientific questions and basic

measurement requirements.

1.4.1 Objective 1: Explore the fundamental processes underlying coronal heating

and solar wind acceleration

The mechanical energy associated with the convective motion in the photosphere is

lost from the solar corona in the form of radiation, heat conduction, waves, and due

to the change of the kinetic energy of the solar wind flow. The solar magnetic field

plays a crucial role in the redirection, channeling, and storing this energy in the outer

regions. However, the processes by which the energy is transferred, redistributed

between different components of plasma, and dissipated to generate the hot corona,

solar wind, and heliosphere over the development of solar cycles still is one of the

fundamental unsolved problems in solar and heliospheric physics.
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Remote-sensing observations of the solar corona and in situ measurements of

the plasma distributions in the fast and slow flows of the solar wind have demon-

strated that the thermalization is correlated with magnetic structure. The Doppler

dimming technique (SOHO/UVCS) [16, 17] (Fig. 3) and interplanetary scintillation

measurements [18] reveal that the high velocity solar wind is swiftly accelerated in

the vicinity of the Sun, gaining velocities of around 600 km/s within the first 10 RS .

Studies of comet C/1996Y1 corroborate that the most likely solar wind velocity is

around 720 km/s at 6.8 RS [19].

It is presumed that the large, anisotropic effective temperature found in the solar

corona leads to this fast acceleration. Moreover, some part of the heating has pre-

sumably already occurred in the upper chromosphere, which has been studied by

SOHO/UVCS, IRIS, and Hinode. The perpendicular (to the magnetic field) temper-

atures are expected to be much higher. In situ measurements of the fast solar wind

point to a possible remnant of this anisotropy, but less than that identified from coro-

nal observations, but occurring at distances from 0.3 AU to 5 AU. The distributions

of protons, alpha-particles, and minor ions in the fast solar wind also possess a non-

thermal beam-like component whose velocity is similar to the local Alfvén velocity,

and in the upper chromosphere may be even larger. All these features indicate a

principle role played by Alfvén or ion-cyclotron waves in the processes of coro-

nal thermalization to millions of degrees and solar wind acceleration in fast solar

wind flows to hundreds of kilometers per second. One can mention the observations

from the Hinode satellite that has provided quite important observations regarding

the wave activity in the chromosphere. De Pontieu with co-authors [23] have pointed

out that the observed wave activity of Alfvén waves is intense enough to provide

the necessary energy source for the heating and acceleration of the solar wind. The

high spatial and temporal resolution images produced by the Solar Optical Telescope

(Hinode) have demonstrated that the chromosphere is filled with high amplitude

Alfvén waves. Estimates of the energy carried by these waves and the comparison

Fig. 3 Acceleration profiles of the fast solar wind after SOHO: H0 (red) and O+5 (black) flow velocities

from [17], O+V I (green) flow velocities from [20]; Full-dashed blue lines: plume and interplume flow

velocities from [21]. (Figure and caption from [22])
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with advanced radiative simulations have demonstrated that these Alfvén wave pos-

sess sufficient energy to both accelerate the solar wind and feasibly to thermalize the

quiet corona. In situ measurements close to the Sun, within the region in which the

solar wind becomes super-alfvénic are necessary to remove any existing ambiguities

in the mechanisms responsible for coronal heating and particle acceleration.

The occurrence of fluctuations of ∼50 km/s in the normally steady fast solar wind,

together with the charge-state distributions, point to a low freezing-in temperature.

The slow solar wind, on the other hand, is more variable and thus possesses a higher

but variable freezing-in temperature. The fast and slow wind also differ in composi-

tion, with an over abundance of Fe and Mg with respect to O in the slow wind. The

solar wind protons and ions of the high speed streams are typically hotter than those

of the slow wind. The fast and slow solar wind streams also exhibit differences in

the shape of the particle distribution functions at large distances from the Sun. The

fast wind is characterized by slight proton anisotropic temperature distribution with

T⊥ >T‖. In addition, the main proton and alpha-particle populations are accompa-

nied by beam populations with velocities comparable to the Alfvén speed. The fast

and slow solar wind also differ in their turbulent characteristics. Fast streams con-

tain strongly correlated transverse magnetic field and velocity fluctuations, typical of

Alfvénic turbulence, and forming a well-developed spectrum of quasi-incompressible

waves propagating away from the Sun. In contrast, the slow wind shows no preferred

sense of propagation, while the larger magnetic field and density fluctuations that are

present are more typical of standard and evolved MHD turbulent state [24].

The anti-correlation of electron temperature and solar wind velocity together with

the heliospheric distribution of high speed flows at solar minimum (Fig. 2) indicate

that coronal holes are the origin of the fast wind. Measurements from the CDS-

SUMER experiment onboard SOHO have shown that the electron temperature is

bounded by 106 K [25]. This corroborates measurements of the brightness tempera-

ture obtained from radio observations of the corona. This presents a discrepancy with

the freezing in temperature for different ion charge states measured in situ by the

SWOOPS experiment on Ulysses, the most direct interpretation of which requires

an electron temperature maximum of about 1.5 × 106 K in coronal holes. The dis-

crepancy may be resolved only by assuming strongly non-Maxwellian distribution

functions for the electrons, or large differential flow speeds between ions of the same

charge in the corona, which could have strong implications on the structure of the fast

solar wind in the acceleration region. Such ideas have gained strong support through

the observation of intense jets in the chromosphere and low corona by instruments

onboard the IRIS and Hinode satellites.

In contrast to the proton distributions, the observed electron velocity distribution

functions (eVDFs) display non-Maxwellian features regardless of the solar wind type

(fast or slow). The eVDFs are composed of three different components: a thermal

core surrounded by a supra-thermal halo that exist at all pitch angles, and a strahl

component that is strongly aligned with the magnetic field and propagates in the

anti-sunward direction [26]. The mechanisms responsible for energy dissipation and

transport depend strongly on the mean free path of the coronal plasma particles and

vary greatly with both radial distance above the base of the solar corona as well as the
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spatial location within coronal structures such as coronal holes and helmet stream-

ers. This dependence points to the fact that the heating of the upper corona results

from the generation of non-thermal tails in the particle distribution functions. These

high energy tails are produced between the chromosphere and the transition region,

in which the solar plasma changes from being collisional to collisionless, probably

resulting from magnetic reconnection processes and naturally culminating in higher

temperatures and plasma outflows due to velocity filtration by the Sun’s gravita-

tional potential [27], and could probably explain the existence of the fast solar wind

[28, 29]. Observations of differences in the fluctuations present in the fast and slow

solar wind provide further evidence of the roles played by wave-particle interac-

tions and turbulence in the process of coronal heating. Fast streams contain stronger

fluctuations in transverse velocity and magnetic fields, and display a higher degree

of correlation between the velocity and magnetic fluctuations (often described as a

well-developed spectrum of quasi-incompressible Alfvén waves propagating away

from the Sun). In the slow wind, this correlation occurs at a much lower level, while

larger density and magnetic field magnitude fluctuations are present, indicating a

more evolved MHD turbulent state there. This difference between the turbulent states

of the fast and slow wind streams, coupled with the fact that slow wind distribu-

tion functions are much closer to equilibrium, suggests that the outward propagating

wave flux contributes to the heating of the steady fast wind, while the slow wind is

heated much more variably. However, it is currently unclear how the turbulent activ-

ity increases toward the Sun and whether it could provide sufficient power to heat

the corona and accelerate the solar wind or how it changes with the occurrence of

time-dependent events in the photosphere, chromosphere, transition region, and low

corona (see e.g., [30]).

The mechanism responsible for coronal heating is a hotly debated topic, with pro-

ponents suggesting processes based on naturally arising motions in the photosphere

or whether the dominant energy source resides in the currents stored via slower field

line motions.

By combining IRIS observations with observations of the Swedish 1-m Solar

Telescope (SST) De Pontieu and co-authors have demonstrated that in the solar

chromosphere and transition region (TR) there is a prevalence of small-scale twist

motions. It is supposed that most of the non-thermal energy that powers the solar

atmosphere is transformed into heat in the chromosphere and transition region,

although the detailed mechanism remains elusive. High-resolution (0.33-arcsec)

observations with NASA’s IRIS mission reveal that the chromosphere and TR are

filled with twisting or torsional motions on spatial scales of the order of sub-

arcsecond, within coronal holes, active and quiet regions. Coordinated studies with

the SST enabled the quantification of these twisting motions and their relationship

with fast thermalization to TR temperatures. Such studies of the interface region

provide a new vision of the processes involved in the thermalization of the lower

solar atmosphere. High levels of intense waves observed by IRIS may also presum-

ably originate from reconnection events. The large gradients in the chromosphere

and transition region imply that only Alfvén waves should exist. Slow waves would

be expected to steepen and form shocks while fast waves undergo reflection. Trans-

mitted waves propagate highly obliquely to the radial direction because of the large
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Alfvén velocity, low frequencies, and strong structuring of the corona [31]. There-

fore, the waves reaching the lower corona should be shear Alfvén waves, although

discrete coronal structures e.g. plumes and loops may guide surface waves and

propagate energy as global oscillations as well.

Numerical modelling demonstrates that in a strongly stratified atmosphere the

nonlinear proceses that involve Alfvén waves originating from the photosphere pos-

sess the capabilities to form and maintain an incompressible turbulent cascade that

exhibits the observed Alfvénicity. However, the effectiveness of the turbulence in

channeling energy to dissipative scales is not resolved yet. The evolution of the spec-

tral slope at different coronal heights (due to expansion and driving effects) impacts

on the radial dependence of dissipation. The initial photospheric Alfvén wave spec-

trum cannot be identified unambiguously using in situ measurements in the far solar

wind, since local processes contribute to its formation [32].

Only in situ measurements made within the corona will enable the Alfvénic spec-

trum to be constrained to advance our understanding of the contribution of turbulence

to the processes of solar wind acceleration and the coronal theralization (Fig. 4).

By obtaining the first in situ data on plasma distribution functions, waves, elec-

tric and magnetic fields in the region from 1 RS to 0.3 AU, and by relating them to

the observed plasma and magnetic field structures, ICARUS will solve fundamental

problems such as “What are the processes that energise the solar corona?, How the

transfer of particle kinetic energy in the solar corona and wind occur?”, and “What is

the role of turbulence and wave-particle interactions in these processes?”. Compre-

hensive measurements of plasma particle distribution functions and electromagnetic

Fig. 4 The rms amplitudes δu (solid line) and δb (dashed line) in velocity units as functions of heliocen-

tric distance for a photospheric Kolmogorov spectrum with δu = 40 km/s at the coronal base. The symbols

indicate observational constraints imposed by measurements of nonthermal line-broadening velocities

from SUMER of the disk (filled diamonds) [33] and solar limb (crosses) [34] , the box represents upper

and lower limits from UVSC off-limb measurements [35], early measurements from [36], recent measure-

ments of transverse velocity fluctuations using radio scintillation (bars) [37] and Elsässer energies from

Helios and Ulysses (filled bars) [38]. ICARUS should reach inside the maximum fluctuation region, mea-

suring spectra and correlations in the region of the data gap. (Figure from [39] and caption adapted from

the same source) reproduced by permission of the AAS
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fluctuations in the inner solar wind (<20 RS) will identify how the energy that pow-

ers the corona and wind is dissipated and what are the dominant dissipative structures,

what are the spectra of electromagnetic variations.

Magnetic reconnection processes that occur on short scales play a significant

role in ongoing theoretical models of dissipation in coronal plasma [40]. One of

the important scientific investigations of ICARUS will be the studies of features of

magnetic reconnection, such as bi-directional plasma jets, magnetic field, and veloc-

ity gradient correlations. In situ data gained by ICARUS in the corona and solar

wind on the role played by turbulence, wave-particles interactions and nonlinear

plasma dynamics will also have potential to make outstanding contributions to a wide

range of fundamental astrophysical problems such as accretion discs, collisionless

shocks occurring in the vicinity of supernova remnants, in galaxy-cluster formation,

or associated with gamma-ray bursts.

Measurement Requirements:

– Macroscopic plasma characteristics:

– 3 axes DC electric and magnetic fields;

– Flow velocity, plasma density and temperature;

– Particle distribution functions of protons, electrons and alpha particles;

– Minor ions composition.

– Fluctuations:

– Plasma wave measurements, spectra and snapshots of the waveforms of

the magnetic and electric fields;

– Plasma density fluctuations and determination of the gradients, when

possible.

1.4.2 Objective 2: Determine magnetic field structure and dynamics in the source

region of the fast and slow solar wind

The magnetic field lines determine the form of the flow tubes along which the con-

servation of mass and energy takes place. Therefore the evolution of the magnetic

field from the photosphere up to a few solar radii controls the density distribution and

velocity of the solar wind in solar wind models.

Data from the Ulysses mission has demonstrated that the radial component of the

magnetic field in the fast wind does not exhibit a significant dependance on latitude.

Therefore, latitudinal gradients in the average field occurring at the coronal base must

be smoothed out by transverse expansion closer to the Sun. Flux tube expansion is

a natural effect of the combined decrease in magnetic field and currents induced by

the accelerating solar wind flow, and models suggest that it occurs out to radial dis-

tances > 10RS . Estimations deduced from Ulysses data indicate that the average

polar magnetic field is about 6 G at solar minimum, however, magnitudes reaching

up to 15 G in the photosphere cannot be excluded. Currently, there are no direct data

of the polar magnetic field at altitudes below 1.5 AU [41]. By combining in situ mea-

surements of the radial magnetic field along its trajectory with simultaneous remote
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sensing of the polar photospheric magnetic field, ICARUS will provide a compre-

hensive view of solar wind expansion free from unknown parameters. ICARUS’ data

will enable the validation of existing models of coronal structure and identify the

rigorous constraints for future models of the solar corona.

The magnetic network of the quiet Sun, as deduced from spectral lines formed

at lower, transition region temperatures, is remarkably similar to the network in

coronal holes, but its structure is significantly harder to resolve in lines formed at

temperatures higher than 106 K. It seems to be quite probable that a similar coronal

thermalisation process is operating for both coronal holes and quiet Sun. Therefore,

it can be suggested that differences in their appearance are related to the magnetic

field topology and possibly its time dependence. The higher densities, apparently hot-

ter electron temperature, and different chemical composition of the quiet Sun would

result from a difference of magnetic field configuration within the chromosphere

and low corona compared to that which occurs in coronal holes. While signatures of

coronal holes and equatorial helmet streamers are clearly observable in fast and slow

wind streams and embedded plasma sheets, the effects of the corona of the quiet Sun

are not as well known. Do closed magnetic field lines confine the plasma of the quiet

Sun and therefore the entire fast solar wind originates from coronal holes? Another

scenario would be that there is also mass loss from the quiet Sun. In this case what is

its speed and how does its merging with the surrounding solar wind occur?

The magnetic field in active regions above sunspots confines the hot coronal

plasma and is visible as intense X-ray loops that often possess cusp-like formations

at their summit. At higher altitudes these evolve into streamers, which at solar min-

imum are elongated forming a belt around the magnetic equator of the Sun. Remote

observations by SOHO/UVCS of the Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) emission lines of

minor ions, complemented by multi-fluid models, yield some pointers to the source

regions of the slow solar wind in coronal streamers, but the magnetic field geometry

and its role in plasma outflow are unclear.

The increase of solar activity within the solar cycle leads to an enhancement in

the magnetic field structure complexity. Occurences of highly complex loop struc-

tures and streamers jutting out from the solar surface at all latitudes around the

solar disc during periods associated with the maximum of solar activity are evi-

dent in observations. ICARUS will identify the regions in which the slow solar wind

forms in relation to streamers and whether particular phenomena, such as embedded

current-sheets, are related to its formation. Moreover, investigations of the sources

of the solar wind during the maximum of solar activity will qualitatively identify

any inputs to the solar wind from inside active regions. ICARUS will identify the

geometry of the magnetic field within the active regions from which solar wind

flow originates. ICARUS will pass over coronal holes, active regions and the quiet

Sun at altitudes between 1 RS and 20 RS during various levels of solar activity.

It will have the ability to trace the origin of the fast and slow wind and correlate

the flow speed with the closed/open magnetic field topologies, as determined directly

by photospheric field measurements as well as through indirect in situ measurements of

any bidirectional streaming of electrons and energetic particles. The correlation of in situ

coronal observations with surface features introduces the need for remote sensing of the

solar disc, involving ecliptic viewing of the white light corona to allow the tracing of
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field lines that cut the orbit of ICARUS I. These remote sensing observations will be

provided by ICARUS II, which will provide simultaneous tomographic images from an

all-sky coronagraph that can be used to identify coronal structures in the local spacecraft

environment, together with a polar view of the photosphere and its embedded magnetic

fields. These measurements will identify and locate the source region structures. It is

essential that the ICARUS II payload includes instruments for coronograph-spectroscopic

observations of both white light and UV. Recent measurements by the IRIS and Hin-

ode satellites have shown quite unambiguously that coronal holes contain numerous

kinds of different small-scale structures, confirming previous white light and UV

coronagraph spectroscopic observations. Features such as bright striations, plumes,

and microstructures can be traced from the solar surface to altitudes of 20 RS . The

relationship between plumes and the fast solar wind is poorly understood. Plumes,

which appear above the X-ray bright points associated with coronal holes, are denser

than the surrounding regions. An analysis of the UV lines observed in plumes indi-

cates that they are narrower, which is evidence that the plasma in plumes is cooler

than that in the regions separating them. It was shown that these latter features cor-

respond to outflow regions [42]. Fine structures, such as micro-streams and pressure

balanced structures are often observed in the fast wind and in coronal holes. These

are radial velocity fluctuations with durations of about sixteen hours in the spacecraft

frame and possess magnitudes of around 50 km/s. ICARUS I will fly through coronal

holes at altitudes in the range from 1 RS to 20 RS from where it will cross coronal

plumes or their remnants, estimating their filling factors, their overall contributions

to the solar wind flow, and assess the expansion factors of the flow tubes that carry

the solar wind flow. From these observations it should be possible to clarify how

microstreams form and evolve and to determine their relationship to fine-scale coro-

nal structures. To achieve this objective requires both in situ magnetic field, plasma

velocity and full distribution function (density temperature and minor ion composi-

tion of solar wind) measurements to identify single flow tubes together with the use

of tomographic reconstruction techniques from the all sky white-light coronagraph to

provide information on the geometrical distribution and filling factor of the plumes.

Significant advances to our understanding of the origins of the slow solar wind

streams around helmet streamers have been forthcoming from the LASCO and UVCS

telescopes on SOHO. Sequences of difference images from LASCO collected around

the sunspot minimum in 1996 appear to show quasi-continuous “puffs” of outflow

material from the streamer belt [43]. Quantitative analysis of these moving features

demonstrates that their origin is in the region above the cusp of helmet streamers and

that they move radially outward with typical velocities of 150 km/s near 5 RS which

increases to 300 km/s at 25 RS . The profile of the average velocity is consistent with

the notion of an isothermal corona with a temperature T = 1.1 × 106 K (UVCS/SOHO

measurements indicating temperatures of 1.6 × 106 K within the core of the streamer

at solar max) with a critical point around 5 RS . This ejection of plasma may be caused

by the loss of confinement resulting from pressure-driven instabilities excited due to

the accumulation of thermalized plasma or current-driven such as tearing and/or kink

instabilities when the shear of the magnetic field in the streamer becomes large. The

utilisation of a set of similar instruments onboard ICARUS II combined with the in

situ measurements available from ICARUS I will provide unprecedented synergism
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for the study of the dynamic characteristics of streamers and their role in coronal

thermalization and formation of the solar wind. ICARUS I will traverse the streamer

ejecta paths and discover whether the material ejected from the corona occurs either

as a continuous flow or in puffs of disconnected plasmoids. In the case of the latter

scenario, ICARUS will establish the plasmoid magnetic field configuration as well as

the magnetic structure at the point of coronal disconnection. A comparison of radio

data from Galileo and UVCS/SOHO images noticeably demonstrates a connection

between the slow solar wind and the regions above the helmet streamer cusps that

contain a current sheet (streamer stalks) [44]. However, it is unknown whether a

single current sheet runs along the almost equatorial strip of maximum brightness

in the white corona, i.e., along the streamer belt (as surmised by [45]), or whether

there are multiple stalk/sheet structures that have a finite longitudinal extent. Nor is

the structure of current sheets in streamer stalks known. Do they possess a simple

structure, or are they composed of multiple sheets with a more complex magnetic

field topology, as is suggested by UVCS/SOHO measurements [46] and the in situ

observation of multiple current sheet crossings [47].

In situ measurements gathered far from the the Sun show that the solar wind is seen

as a continuous flow of plasma. The quasi stationary nature of the solar wind may be

associated with its features at the source. However, chromospheric and low corona

observations (IRIS and Hinode) give strong argument in favour of the idea that it

may result from a number of localised, impulsive phenomena that are distributed over

smaller scales [48, 49]. Ample evidence exists for the “intermittent” or “pulsed” [49]

nature of the fast solar wind: observations of microstreams and persistent beam-like

phenomena in the high velocity solar wind; observations of interplanetary scintil-

lations related to field-aligned density structures (with 10:1 radially-aligned axial

ratio); evident field-aligned velocities in the range from ∼400 km/s to ∼1280 km/s

[18, 50]; and remote sensing investigations of the corona, chromosphere and transi-

tion region displaying explosive, bursty events, multiple jets, and dubbed microflares,

related to magnetic activity over very wide ranges of energy and time scales.

The fine scale phenomena detected in the high speed solar wind have been inter-

preted by [49, 51] as remnants of spicules, macrospicules, X-ray jets, and H-alpha

surges. These authors suggested that the high speed solar wind originates from the

superposition of transient jets caused by magnetic reconnection processes. If this

hypothesis is correct, then the heating is time-dependent, leading to a time-dependent

acceleration forming an ensemble of outgoing jets. It may be accompanied by the

annihilation of oppositely directed magnetic flux bundles concentrated around mag-

netic network boundaries and is observed in the form of transient hard X-ray and

gamma-ray bursts and neutron production in the 1-10 MeV range. ICARUS’ scien-

tific instrumentation possesses the capabilities to survey these phenomena. There are

also plenty of arguments in favour of an intermittent origin of the slow solar wind.

Many models have been developed for the loss of plasma blobs by helmet streamers

positioned above active regions. At solar maximum the non-stationary variability of

the wind is determined by CME’s and fine-scale structures originating from active

regions. In such conditions the flow becomes spatially structured. More generally one

can say that CME-like events at all scales play an important role in the formation of

the intermittent solar wind. In order to fully comprehend the processes occurring in
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the solar wind source region, the in situ data gained in close proximity to the Sun are

required to provide information about the structure of the solar wind, the distributions

of plasma components (both ions and electrons) and the varying abundances of

various elements in the solar wind.

The proposed scientific instrumentation of ICARUS I is capable of measuring

electron/ion distributions and bulk velocities of minor ion constituents in the coronal

hole. During perihelion passages, ICARUS will gain in situ data on the disparities of

the composition in regions of closed and open magnetic field.

In performing continuous measurements of the characteristics of the plasma flow

while approaching the Sun to closer than 10 RS ICARUS I will be able to character-

ize the intermittent properties of the fast and slow solar wind and their evolution with

the distance. Direct in situ measurements from the Parker Solar Probe has shown that

the time variability of the flow may significantly increase closer to the Sun, even

during quiet Sun time periods [1, 2]. During active times it may become much more

important. Techniques for the determination of the connectivity of in situ measure-

ments with lower corona and the photosphere will enable the identification of the

relationship between physical processes occurring in the lower layers of the corona,

and those observed in the transition region, photosphere and at larger distances. This

would allow the establishment of the origin and sources for the variability of the wind

observed in situ locally at lower levels of the corona and photosphere, in particular

by bursty events or micro-CME’s, or by interchange reconnection [52]. It was also

shown using data from the Parker Solar Probe that such events may be analyzed in

more detail by incorporating images made by an all sky camera onboard the satel-

lite together with images obtained by other satellites at Earth orbit. An important

step forward that was made by analyzing the sources and origin of the solar wind

using Parker Solar Probe data was the excellent ability to reconstruct the connectiv-

ity between in situ measurements and the lower corona making use of potential field

source surface modelling [53]. It was also demonstrated that the directivity of the

electron fluxes provides important information regarding the open/closed structure of

the magnetic field lines. Note that for fast particles, aberration is due to (delta b/B)

(maximum estimated in the range 0.2 – 0.3). In coronal holes, filamentary structures

such as coronal plumes are observed up to 30RS , the range of speeds at perihelion

implies speeds across plumes in the range 100 – 200 km/sec. With an expected size

less than 103 − 105 km at 8RS , the crossing time of an individual plume should last

between 5 seconds to 1 hour. During that time one must ensure continuous mea-

surements of the plasma characteristics, particle density, and velocity measurements.

Radio measurements at the plasma frequency are also essential to give a separate and

independent measure of density, speed and temperature of the core of the electron

distribution function.

Measurement Requirements:

– Full distribution functions of electrons and ions measurements, including mea-

surements of strahl;

– Measurements of energetic ions composition;

– In situ magnetic and electric fields in inner heliospheric regions at high cadence

in inner heliospheric regions (below 20 RS);
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– Continuous, lower cadence measurements below 0.3 AU;

– High energy tails of proton and helium distribution functions at high cadence;

– Time-dependent neutron and gamma-ray energy spectra;

– Photospheric magnetic field at high latitude and line of sight velocity fields;

– All sky coronograph measurements of coronal structure above 10-20 RS onboard

ICARUS II;

– Spectroscopic measurements with EUV spectrograph onboard ICARUS II.

1.4.3 Objective 3: What mechanisms accelerate and transport energetic charged

particles?

Solar Energetic Particle events (SEPs) may be separated into two distinct categories:

Gradual and Impulsive. Particle acceleration by collisionless shocks associated with

CMEs leads to gradual SEP events. These events possess abundances and charge

states similar to those of the corona. Impulsive events are generally weaker and are

related to acceleration during magnetic reconnection events. They can be associated

with impulsive X-ray flares and exhibit enrichments in 3He and heavy ions (e.g., Fe)

with charge states corresponding to energies in the range from ∼5 to 10 MK. Both

reconnection and CME shock driven acceleration processes are known to occur in

stronger SEP events. Studies of the SEP events that occurred during the 23rd Solar

Cycle reveal that features of both gradual and impulsive SEP are frequently observed

(e.g., [54–56]). Moreover, measurements at 1 AU point to a continuous outflow of

particles from the Sun with intermediate energies extending from suprathermal to

>10 MeV/nucleon, in addition to SEP events. The processes that are responsible for

the acceleration of these particles are not known yet.

On the basis of data gained at 1 AU it is very problematic to separate the diverse

processes of acceleration that occur close to the Sun. The propagation of the inter-

planetary plasma from the Sun to 1 AU alters the temporal structure of events, curtails

their intensities, and results in the blending of particles accelerated by different mech-

anisms. However, since its orbit will take it to altitudes as low as 1 RS , ICARUS will

sample energetic particles close to their local acceleration site within the solar corona

and inner heliosphere before they lose their temporal characteristics due to propa-

gation effects. Recent results from WIND, SOHO, and ACE indicate that the high

corona (2RS < r < 20RS) is an important site for the acceleration of both ions and

electrons. ICARUS I will carry out in situ measurements within this region that may

be used to address key questions related to the acceleration and transport of SEP.

The use of simultaneous observations at 0.3 AU and 1 AU will enable the obser-

vations by ICARUS I to be traced back to the original flare site and hence allow the

characteristics of the flare site, such as the magnetic field configuration, to be elu-

cidated. Additionally, ICARUS I will observe near-relativistic electrons with speeds

V > 0.1 c within a few seconds of their generation by their progenitor event. Obser-

vation of these high energy electrons is important as the acceleration sites responsible

may be observed remotely by their associated microwave or hard X-ray emissions.

In the case of ion acceleration, ICARUS I will be able to observe gamma rays

and neutrons produced by solar flares and hence enable the investigation of particle

acceleration on the closed field lines within the solar atmosphere.
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Observations show that the rate at which SEP events occur is greatly diminished

during solar minimum. Despite this, there is strong evidence to indicate that particle

acceleration occurs continuously at the Sun and inner heliosphere. All ion species

(e.g. H+, He+, and He++) observed in the solar wind possess suprathermal tails

extending up to several times that of the solar wind speed (∼10 keV/nucleon). Such

tails in the distributions are present continuously, even during periods when solar

activity and interplanetary shocks are absent. These tails are more conspicuous in

observations from the ecliptic than from polar observations (e.g., [57]). Suprather-

mal tails are also observed in distributions of interstellar pickup ions such as He+,

suggesting that they are accelerated within the inner heliosphere (e.g., [58]). Solar

observations by RHESSI show the continual acceleration of 3He, even during less

active periods, suggesting that acceleration occurs more or less continuously in

microflares [59]. The occurrence of random, small scale component reconnection, a

characteristic of microflares, may be indicative of the occurrence of scale-invariant

dissipative processes that not only heat the coronal plasma but also give rise to a

stochastic electric field component that plays a part in the acceleration of particles.

Observations of neutrons, gamma, and hard X-rays made by ICARUS I will shed

light on the occurrence of continuous and sporadic processes of particle acceleration.

The low energy neutron observations by ICARUS I are of special interest since these

particles do not propagate to 1 AU and so may only be observed in the vicinity of

the Sun (the intensities of ∼1 MeV(10 MeV) at 5 RS are ∼1.5 × 1010 (3.7×106)

times greater than at 1 AU). Neutron measurements from a vantage point close to the

Sun may provide evidence for the existence of small nanoflares, events that have also

been put forward as an important process for coronal heating.

To enable the reliable forecast of large SEP events, it is essential to understand the

process in which particles are accelerated by CMEs and why some events are more

efficient than others. Several suggestions have been made such as (1) the presence or

absence of a pre-existing population of suprathermal ions, left over either from a pre-

vious gradual event (e.g., [60]) or from small impulsive flares [61]; (2) the presence

or absence of successive, interacting CMEs [62]; (3) pre-conditioning and produc-

tion of seed-particles by a previous CME [60]; (4) improved injection efficiency and

acceleration rate at quasi-perpendicular (as opposed to quasi-parallel) shocks [56];

(5) variable contributions from flare and shock-accelerated particles [55], including

acceleration of associated flare particles by the shock [63, 64]; and (6) production of

SEPs in polar plumes, where shock formation may be easier [65].

Analysis of respective time sequences has shown that gradual SEP events are ini-

tially accelerated at altitudes between ∼3 RS and 12 RS [66] suggesting that SEPs

originate above ∼3 RS . The reason behind this is that the Alfvén velocity peaks at

∼3 RS , implying that for typical CME speeds, shocks may be easily formed and sus-

tained beyond this radius (e.g., [67]). MHD simulations of coronal shock driven SEP

events (e.g., [68, 69]) need to either make assumptions or model the solar wind and

Alfvén speeds, density profiles, magnetic field, density of seed particles, and turbu-

lence levels that control the particle diffusion coefficient in which gradual SEP events

originate. It is currently not known why, for a given CME speed, the peak intensity

of > 10 MeV protons can vary by a factor of ∼104 [60]. ICARUS I will measure the

solar wind and magnetic field close to the Sun, the density and energy spectrum of
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suprathermal seed particles, and the spectrum of magnetic turbulence directly. It will

enable us to ascertain the presence of shocks and discontinuities and determine their

role in particle acceleration.

The probability that ICARUS will encounter particle intensity levels character-

istic of large SEP events at 1 AU (e.g., >100 particles cm−2sr−1s−1 with E >10

MeV) is about 80% during solar maximum conditions [70]. It is much less likely,

however, (∼10-20% probability) that the ICARUS I flyby will take place while a

CME-driven shock is accelerating >10 MeV particles inside 100 RS . Nonetheless,

ICARUS measurements of the ambient conditions that exist prior to such events will

be of enormous value to our efforts to understand SEP acceleration and transport.

Ulysses has demonstrated that SEPs can be observed at high latitudes [71].

Currently, three explanations for these observations have been proposed: (1) the

CMEs responsible for accelerating these particles extend to high latitudes, cross-

ing interplanetary magnetic field lines connected to Ulysses; (2) significant particle

cross-field diffusion occurs and (3) magnetic field lines connecting low latitude

active regions to high latitudes exist within the solar corona, enabling particles close

to the Sun to reach high latitudes. Comparison of the onset times at Ulysses with

those in the ecliptic for events with the same solar origin [72] concluded that events

observed at high-latitude are not consistent with processes involving direct scatter-

free propagation along a magnetic field line. The large path lengths and late release

times indicate that propagation to high latitudes requires scattering. By employing a

polar trajectory ICARUS will encounter energetic particles at all latitudes. This will

enable the determination of the scattering properties of particles from the corona into

the solar wind and their dependence on magnetic field and turbulence intensities.

These measurements will also identify large-scale deviations from the Parker spiral

configuration (Objective 2) and determine their role in energetic particle scattering.

Both impulsive and gradual SEP events give rise to energetic electrons. Since the

electrons possess near-relativistic velocities, the onset times of electron events at 1

AU can be used to determine SEP release times in the vicinity of the Sun which

may then be compared with their associated electromagnetic signatures. It is found

that, surprisingly, these release times are nearly always delayed by ∼10 minutes with

respect to their associated electromagnetic (soft X-ray and optical emissions from

flares and associated radio emissions) signatures (e.g., [73, 74]). This has initiated

considerable debate concerning its cause. Proposed mechanisms include (1) stor-

age and subsequent release of the electrons, (2) the longitudinal propagation of the

acceleration region from flare site to injection site, (3) radial transport of the accel-

eration region due to e.g. a CME-driven shock [74]. By passing close to the Sun

ICARUS will find itself in a region in which propagation delays will be minimized,

and energetic electron measurements combined with interplanetary magnetic field

observations will reveal where and how particles are released from the Sun and/or

accelerated in inter-planetary space.

Measurement Requirements:

– High-energy ions and electrons;

– In situ vector magnetic field;

– Remote sensing of active regions, flares, solar radio bursts, and CMEs;
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– Basic plasma parameters (proton, alpha particles) and electron thermal and

suprathermal distribution function;

– Composition minor ion distribution function extending to high-energy tails;

– Composition and spectra of energies through ∼100 MeV/nuc, including 3He;

– Plasma waves measurements and electron density, temperature, and velocity;

– Magnetic and electric fields and plasma density fluctuations;

– Analysis of correlations with underlying magnetic structure obtained from

imaging.

2 Mission profile

The primary scientific objectives of the ICARUS mission require direct in situ mea-

surements of plasma parameters, particle flows, electromagnetic fields, wave activity,

and energy flows in the regions where the solar wind is generated. These measure-

ments should be performed where both fast and slow wind are created. In order to

satisfy these conditions ICARUS I will fly as close as technically possible to the solar

surface.

The single most important defining parameter of the mission is the distance to

the Sun at perihelion. The scientific output versus closest distance to the Sun can be

summarized in Table 1, in which we consider mission profiles for different distances

from the Sun.

Since there is a clear optimum between 1 and 2 RS , we propose the perihelion

to be at 1 RS from the solar surface (i.e. 2 RS from the centre of the Sun). Another

requirement, penetrating and crossing regions of the fast and slow wind generation,

imposes that the trajectory of ICARUS I should be in the plane perpendicular to the

ecliptic and it will orbit the Sun either from the North pole to the South, or vice versa.

The closest distance may be slightly relaxed if the conditions for measurements due

to the degassing of the thermal shield will make scientific measurements too pol-

luted. The results of the direct in situ measurements will be immediately directly

Table 1 Relevance of the mission for the various key questions versus closest distance to the Sun

Distance from the Sun < 1RS 1 − 2RS 2 − 4RS 4 − 10RS

How is the solar wind

accelerated?

relevant very relevant very relevant relevant

How is the solar wind

heated?

relevant very relevant very relevant incremental

What are in situ prop-

erties of the solar

atmosphere?

very relevant very relevant relevant incremental

Feasibility not possible > 1.5RS possible possible possible

Mission objective too challenging target objective backup objective not innovative

enough
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transmitted to ICARUS II by the X-band antenna. These measurements should be

completed by remote sensing, namely, by white light all-sky optical measurements,

by magnetic field measurements to connect local fields around the ICARUS I tra-

jectory with magnetic configuration in the photosphere and chromosphere, and by

EUV/UV measurements providing information about surrounding flows. These tasks

will be accomplished by the second satellite of the mission, ICARUS II. It will also

ensure a very important role of the relay. Close approach to the Sun will result in

strong scattering of the emitted radio signal. To obtain good enough signal to noise

ratio the receiver should be placed not too far from ICARUS I. A desirable trajectory

for ICARUS II may be in the equatorial plane with perihelion about 0.3 AU. During

the critical phase of ICARUS I’s approach to the Sun ICARUS II should be not far

from the line perpendicular to the plane of the trajectory of ICARUS I to observe it all

the time and to have good conditions for remote sensing measurements. The precise

positioning of ICARUS II may be specified after additional analysis of the quality of

the transmission-reception of the information by ICARUS I during the critical phase

of its closest approach to the Sun. The schematic figure of the satellite trajectories is

presented on the Fig. 5.

2.1 ICARUS I

ICARUS I comes close to the Sun with a perihelion altitude of 1 RS . In order to

achieve the scientific objectives of the mission it will perform direct in situ mea-

surements of all major parameters of plasma, electromagnetic fields, flows, wave

activity, X-ray, and slow neutrons along its trajectory. It should be in the plane per-

pendicular to the ecliptic passing from the South to North pole (or vice versa). The

critical phase of its mission will be during its closest approach to the Sun from about

30 RS from one pole to ∼30 RS from the other. Solar wind generation, both in the

equatorial region and coronal holes, must be studied. These two areas are supposed
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Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the trajectories of the ICARUS I and ICARUS II satellites during the

crucial phase of the ICARUS I satellite trajectory
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to be the sources of the slow and fast solar wind. Probing both types of the winds the

satellite will also investigate the properties of boundary regions between the two and

will study their characteristics. Its unprecedentedly close approach to the Sun will

also create a unique opportunity to carry on measurements of neutrons in the close

vicinity of the Sun that decay very rapidly and may not be detected by any other

satellite. They are very important in the determination of small-scale physical pro-

cesses producing high energy particles such as micro- and nano-flares. ICARUS I

will be completely focused on in situ measurements and from 20–30 solar radii until

returning to the similar distances around another pole of the Sun it will perform rapid

measurements of plasma distribution functions, from thermal to non thermal and

energetic tails, energetic minor ions fluxes and composition, electric and magnetic

fields, neutron and X-ray fluxes. It will register the data of measurements into the

common Data Processing Unit (DPU) that will encode and transmit to the ICARUS

II immediately. The satellite will be protected by the cone type heat shielding (open-

ing angle 15◦). The extremely high satellite speeds (about 450 km/s; Fig. 6) in the

vicinity of perihelion almost perpendicularly to the radial direction to the Sun is sig-

nificantly higher than the theoretically expected solar wind speeds. Thus the plasma

and low energy energetic particles will enter the spacecraft umbra from the side of

the spacecraft that is facing forward.

This mission concept will allow the use of standardized, miniaturized instrumen-

tation which in turn allows low weight and power. The particle fluxes are quite large,

which will result in quite good statistics for particle measurements. On the other

hand, such parameters as Debye length evaluated from existing models [75] and pre-

sented on Figs. 7 and 8 for equatorial and coronal holes regions are rather similar to

those in the ionosphere, from tens of centimeters to several meters that signifies that

the characteristic length of electric field antennas and booms for magnetic field and

particle sensors may be quite similar to those used already in other space missions.

Table 2 lists the baseline scientific payload for ICARUS I.

According to a preliminary study of Y. Langevin (Private communication, 2016),

the one and only way to achieve such a close solar distance is the initial scheme

Fig. 6 Schematic velocity dependence upon distance to the Sun around perihelion of the ICARUS I

trajectory
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Fig. 7 Plasma density, plasma frequency, and Debye length as a function of the distance from the solar

surface obtained in simulations for equatorial regions. These plots are based on [75]

for NASA’s Parker Solar Probe mission, i.e., reaching Jupiter with a velocity of

∼12 km/s and using a gravity assist at a distance of ∼700, 000 km (still accept-

able even if there is some radiation dose incurred) to turn it opposite to Jupiter’s

orbital velocity. Solar electric propulsion or solar sail cannot work, as such low thrust

schemes require a very extended spiral (combined or not with Venus gravity assists)

and the solar sail (or solar panels) would be burned out much before reaching the

target distance, which corresponds to a hefty solar energy flux of 16 MW/m2.

The simplest way to achieve this is to use a NASA Atlas-Centaur launcher. The

504 version was needed for launching either New Horizons or Parker Solar Probe

with a departure velocity of 14 km/s. There is a direct window to Jupiter every 1.1

years which requires a launch velocity of ∼10.2 km/s for reaching Jupiter at ∼12

km/s. The total duration to the close solar pass is of the order of 3.5 years. One can

decrease the number of boosters as the launch velocity for ICARUS is smaller than

for Parker Solar Probe. If the probe survives the first pass then one could have a

second pass after 4 years.

There exist solutions with European launchers as well, but the mission timelines

are longer.
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Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 7, for coronal holes. Based on [75]

2.2 ICARUS II

ICARUS II will approach the Sun to the distance of approximately 60 solar radii

from its surface. It should accomplish two major important tasks complementary to

those of ICARUS I. During the critical phase of the ICARUS I trajectory close to

perihelion ICARUS II will perform remote sensing measurements focused on the

regions where ICARUS I moves. Its measurements of parameters such as density,

temperature, magnetic field etc. around regions along the trajectory of ICARUS I

are crucial for understanding physical processes of the generation of solar wind.

ICARUS II measurements will complete in situ local measurements. The important

parameters necessary for interpretation of in situ local measurements are magnetic

field configuration and spectroscopic measurements of EUV emissions.

Remote observations of the magnetic field are needed to reveal the surface field

configuration of the surface magnetic fields related to various coronal and solar wind

phenomena. Observations of the magnetic field at the borders between coronal holes

and streamers will shed light on the contributions of open and closed magnetic field

configurations in the generation of the slow solar wind. Therefore, to achieve its

scientific goals, the remote observations of the magnetic field are needed.
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Table 2 Baseline instrument and resource requirements for the ICARUS I satellite

Instrument Mass

(kg)

Power

(W)

Peak Data

Rate (kbps)

Fast Ion Analyzer (FIA) 2.5 3.7 10

Fast Electron Analyzer (FEA) 5 7.2 20

Ion Composition Analyzer (ICA) 6 6 10

Magnetometer (MAG) 1.5 2.5 1.1

Radio and Plasma Wave Instrument (RPWI) 7 10 4

Energetic Particle Instrument, Low Energy (EPI-Lo) 1.5 2.3 5

Energetic Particle Instrument, High Energy (EPI-Hi) 2.5 1.7 3

Neutron/Gamma-Ray Spectrometer 2.5 3.0 0.5

Common DPU/Low Voltage Power Supply 10 14 N/A

To assess the parameters (temperature, density, flow velocities, occurrences of

waves and turbulence) related to various solar wind structures measurements of the

UV/EUV spectra are needed. Spectroscopic measurements of coronal outflow bulk

speeds at the borders between coronal holes and streamers will assist to study the

contributions of open and closed magnetic field configurations in the thermalisation

of the slow solar wind. In addition, EUV spectra would also yield significant details

regarding solar wind structures. Spectra of the waves and turbulence in coronal struc-

tures can be identified using measurements of the velocity distributions of ions and

electrons. Doppler shifts and abundances of ions can be determined in order to assess

the fast and slow solar wind source regions.

ICARUS II will measure also energetic particles and their composition. This will

allow their transport in the inner heliosphere to be traced.

The second important task consists of receiving, collecting, and storing the data

that ICARUS I will transmit in the regime of direct transmission immediately after

Table 3 Baseline instrument and resource requirements for the ICARUS II satellite

Instrument Mass (kg) Power

(W)

Peak Data

Rate (kbps)

Magnetometer (MAG) 1.5 2.5 1.1

Energetic Particle Instrument, Low Energy (EPI-Lo) 1.5 2.3 5

Energetic Particle Instrument, High Energy (EPI-Hi) 2.5 1.7 3

Coronal Dust Detector 1.5 3.8 0.1

Hemispheric Imager (HI) 1.5 4.0 70

Polar Source Region Imager (PSRI) 3.5 4.0 70

Common DPU/Low Voltage Power Supply 10 14 N/A

Extreme Ultra-violet spectrometer (EUVS) TBD TBD TBD

Magnetograph (MG) TBD TBD TBD

Coronagraph (CG) TBD TBD TBD
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registering in situ measurements. The data transmission from the regions close to the

Sun may undergo an extremely high level of scattering, thus the relay through the

receiver that will allow good quality of data transmission will be quite important for

the success of the mission. These data then will be re-transmitted to the Earth. This

role of relay implies that ICARUS II should be placed along the line almost perpen-

dicular to the plane of the ICARUS I trajectory (see Fig. 5). It should have onboard

high quality and as large as possible memory to store the data. To obtain maximum

outcome from remote sensing the sampling rate of magnetograph and spectroscopic

measurements should be quite high. This issue should be addressed during prelim-

inary study of the project feasibility. It is also necessary to have an onboard high

quality X-band receiver. ICARUS II can have an onboard additional optional instru-

ment for the studies of dust in the heliosphere. A baseline scientific payload for

ICARUS II is listed in Table 3.

The trajectory of ICARUS II may be in the ecliptic plane and it can be determined

using the studies of trajectories for the Solar Orbiter mission.

2.3 Baseline payload

We present hereafter a short description of the payload proposed for the PHOIBOS

Mission [5] that may be used as a baseline for the ICARUS I payload.

2.3.1 Fast plasma instrumentation

There are several basic requirements for the measurement of the coronal thermal

plasma. The ion instrumentation should be able to distinguish alpha particles from

protons under all conditions. The field of view (FOV) coverage for the distribution

functions should be as complete as possible. The basic moments of the distributions,

density, velocity, and temperature should be obtained fast enough and accurately

enough to enable the possibility to analyze Alfvénic and MHD turbulence.

The ICARUS I Fast Plasma Instrumentation will consist of a single Fast Ion Ana-

lyzer (FIA) and a pair of Fast Electron Analyzers (FEAs). These instruments are

similar to those operating onboard the Solar Orbiter project of ESA [76].

FIA is similar to the ion composition analyzer that is integrated into the Solar

Wind Analyzer (SWA) accommodated onboard the Solar Orbiter spacecraft [76].

The FIA and one of the FEAs may be mounted, together with the Ion Composition

Analyzer (ICA), on a movable arm on the ram side of the spacecraft; the arm is

gradually retracted as the spacecraft approaches the Sun. This arrangement provides

viewing to near 5◦ (i.e., includes attitude control margins and finite size of charged

particle entrance apertures) inside of the edge of the heat shield umbra. The second

FEA is mounted on the antiram side of the spacecraft body, pointing 180◦ away from

the first. While the mission-unique aspects of ICARUS I will require new designs for

the FIA and FEA instruments, the basic designs and subsystems can be drawn from a

wide variety of previous heritage missions such as Cluster, Helios, Wind, STEREO,

and Solar Orbiter.

Fast Ion Analyzer (FIA). The FIA should be capable of measuring two- and

three-dimensional distribution functions for protons and alpha particles over the
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energy/charge range of 50 eV/q to 20 keV/q. This energy range covers the lowest

and highest expected speeds for 100 km/s protons and 1400 km/s alpha particles,

respectively. The FIA’s 3D temporal resolution of 3 seconds and 0.1 second for 2D

distribution functions allows identification of boundaries in the solar wind down to

∼1000 km near perihelion and wave modes (e.g., the gyrofrequency is ∼300 Hz over

the poles). The energy resolution (δE/E) should be approximately 5%, which does a

good job of resolving the supersonic solar wind beam out to beyond 1 AU. The sensi-

tivity and dynamic range need to be adequate to measure 2D (energy and one angle)

ion distributions in 0.1s at 20 RS without saturating the detectors all the way into

perihelion. The FIA’s field of view (FOV) needs to observe as much of the ram side

of the viewing space as possible. To resolve the ion distributions everywhere from

0.3 AU into perihelion, FIA’s angular resolution needs to be ∼ 5◦ around the solar

wind beam and ∼ 30◦ over the remainder of its FOV.

Fast Electron Analyzer (FEA). The FEAs should be capable of measuring two-and

three-dimensional electron distribution functions over the energy range from ∼1 eV

to 5 keV. This energy range covers from the lowest energy photoelectrons, through

the thermal core population and well up into the suprathermal halo population. The

FEA’s 3D temporal resolution of 3s (0.1s for 2D distribution functions of energy and

one angle) is matched to the FIA to help resolve plasma conditions and structures on

the same scales. The energy resolution (δE/E) should be approximately 10%, which

does a good job of resolving the hot electron distributions. Like the FIA, the FEA

requires a sensitivity and dynamic range adequate to measure the 2D distributions in

0.1s at 20 RS without saturating the detectors all the way into perihelion. Together

the FEAs need to observe as much of 4 steradians as possible; all-sky imagers and

deflecting top-hat analyzers are both appropriate approaches for achieving the needed

FOVs. To resolve possibly very narrow halo electron beams (the strahl), the FEAs

need angular resolutions that approach 3◦ in at least one dimension at higher ener-

gies around the magnetic field direction (this information is supplied real-time from

the magnetometer via the payload DPU), while ∼30◦ angular resolution is adequate

to measure the remainder of the halo population and the core and photoelectron

populations at lower energies.

2.3.2 Ion Composition Analyzer (ICA)

The ICA is supposed to be mounted, together with the FIA and one FEA, on the

movable ram-facing arm referred to in Section 2.3.1. The ICA should be capable of

measuring two- and three-dimensional distribution functions of He and heavy ions

in the solar wind, over an energy range from ∼100 eV/q to ∼60 keV/q and a mass

range from 2 amu to ≥ 60 amu. The required energy range covers all major solar

wind species that will be observed during the solar encounter. ICA’s 3D temporal

resolution of 10s (at 20 RS) permits temporal and spatial effects to be distinguished

and allows comprehensive assessment of the non-thermal properties of the distribu-

tion functions that are generally expected from various solar wind acceleration and

heating mechanisms. Furthermore, with the required mass range the ICA will mea-

sure species with low ionic charge states (i.e., He+) and high masses (i.e., SiO2), such

as those produced from neutral sources in the inner heliosphere or created by the
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solar wind’s interaction with dust near the Sun (e.g., inner source pickup ions). The

energy resolution (δE/E) should be 4−5%, sufficient to resolve the supersonic solar

wind beam out to beyond 1 AU. The sensitivity should be sufficient to measure He/O

ratios every 10s at 20 RS which can be achieved scaling from 1 AU observations of

solar wind composition and charge states. The dynamic range should be ∼104 −105.

The ICA FOV needs to observe as much of the ram side of the viewing space as

possible due to the large amount of variability expected due to turbulence or waves

in the outer corona. This can be achieved, for example, with a top-hat and swept

FOV, or with an instrument with large instantaneous FOV as done on MESSENGER,

provided that the edge of the FOV extends to close to the heat shield. To resolve the

ion distributions everywhere from 1 AU to perihelion, ICA’s angular resolution needs

to be ∼10◦ around the solar wind beam and ∼20◦ over the remainder of its FOV.

2.3.3 Energetic Particle Instrument (EPI)

The ICARUS Energetic Particle Instrumentation (EPI) consists of a low-energy sen-

sor (EPI-Lo) and a high-energy sensor (EPI-Hi). Both packages are to be mounted on

the spacecraft body, where they view particles incident from both the sunward and

anti-sunward hemispheres.

EPI Low-Energy Instrument (EPI-Lo). The EPI low-energy instrument is required

to measure the composition and pitch-angle distributions of energetic particles. The

composition includes hydrogen to iron as well as energetic electrons. As a minimum

the detector should be able to make the ion measurements from ∼20 keV/nucleon to

∼1MeV/nucleon and the electron measurements from ∼25 keV to ∼1 MeV. Com-

position measurements should discriminate protons, 3He, 4He, C, O, Ne, Mg and Si,

and Fe. The measurements should have sufficient angular spread and resolution to

enable pitch-angle measurements of the differential particle fluxes for a (nominal)

radial magnetic field. A “slice” field of view of ∼10◦ wide and > 120◦ and at least

5 angular bins would suffice; at least 120◦ coverage and an angular resolution of no

worse than 30◦ are required. The wider opening should be aligned with the spacecraft

spin axis with the field of view just clearing the thermal protection system. Larger

solid-angle coverage and better species resolution are, of course, preferred. The sen-

sitivity should be at least ∼1 (cm2 sr s keV)−1. Timing resolution should be no worse

than 1s for e−, 5s for protons, and 30s for heavier nuclei. The capabilities described

here can be achieved with energetic particle instruments of the type currently being

flown on MESSENGER and STEREO.

EPI High-Energy Instrument (EPI-Hi). The EPI high-energy instrument (EPI-Hi)

is required to measure the composition and energy spectra of energetic nuclei with

1 <Z< 26 from ∼1 to 100 MeV/nucleon, as well as energetic electrons from ∼0.3

to 3 MeV. The source of the energetic ions to be observed over the course of the

ICARUS mission range from quiet-time intensities of cosmic rays, to low-energy ions

accelerated in CIRs and transient interplanetary shocks, to ions accelerated in small,

impulsive events associated with solar flares, to solar energetic particles accelerated

in large gradual events. As a minimum, the charge resolution should be sufficient to

measure differential intensities of H, He, C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, and Fe, although minor

species are also of interest. It would also be very useful to include nuclei with 30
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<Z< 83 that are found to be enhanced in some SEP events associated with impulsive

solar flares. It is required that 3He and 4He be separately identified whenever the
3He/4He ratio exceeds 1%. Assuming that onboard particle identification is used to

sort species into a matrix of species versus energy bins, the energy resolution of these

bins should be no worse than six intervals per decade. Near the Sun it can be expected

that energetic ions may be highly anisotropic and beamed along the interplanetary

magnetic field, which is expected to be on average radial at closest approach, but

could be highly variable. It is therefore desirable for the EPI-Hi instrument to sample

as much of 4 steradians as possible, including, in particular, the forward hemisphere.

As a minimum EPI-Hi should be able to observe particles with pitch angles ranging

from 30◦ to 120◦ with respect to the spacecraft Z-axis with an angular resolution no

worse than 30◦. EPI-Hi should have sufficient directional information to be able to

determine the magnitude and direction of 3D anisotropies.

Although not well known, it is expected that the intensity of SEP events will

scale with distance from the Sun (R) approximately as R−3 (cf. [77], and references

therein). To observe particle populations that range from quiet-time levels near 1 AU

to SEP events near the Sun requires a dynamic range of ∼10 7. The peak intensity of

a typical impulsive event at 1 AU is ∼1 to 10 protons cm−2sr−1s−1 >1 MeV. Scal-

ing this to 2 RS by R−3 suggests that intensities up to ∼107 protons cm−2sr−1s−1

>1 MeV should be measurable. Particle intensities should be measured with a tim-

ing resolution that is no worse than 1s for electrons, 5s for H, and 30s for Z = 2

nuclei. There is considerable heritage for energetic particle instruments in the 1–100

MeV/nucleon energy range. Instrument designs that could be adapted to meet these

requirements (assuming modern, low-power, low mass electronics) have flown on

Helios, Voyager, ISEE-3, Ulysses, Wind, ACE, and STEREO.

2.3.4 DCMagnetometer (MAG)

The ICARUS direct current Magnetometer (MAG) will provide context and defini-

tion of local magnetic structure and low frequency (<10 Hz) magnetic fluctuations.

DC magnetic field measurements are successfully carried out onboard Solar Orbiter

and Parker Solar Probe missions. The design of the instrument may be done similarly

to fluxgate magnetometers used in these two missions [78–80].

MAG consists of one or more 3-axis sensors mounted close to the end of a deploy-

able, non-retractable axial boom extending from the bottom deck of the spacecraft.

(Owing to the size of the Thermal Protection System (TPS), MAG sensors can not

be placed sufficiently far from the spacecraft body for a dual magnetometer configu-

ration to be practical in removing spacecraft fields. A second MAG sensor could be

used to provide low-power and low-mass redundancy.) The MAG sensor may not be

located too close to the search coil component of the Radio and Plasma Wave Instru-

ment (RPWI), making it necessary for both to work together to provide a suitable

measurement environment.

Extrapolation of Helios data acquired at distances of 0.3 AU yields an average

interplanetary magnetic field of approximately 260 nT at 20 RS , the distance at which

the primary mission begins and might be as high as 1–6 G at 4 RS . MAG should be

capable of switching sensitivity ranges. At least four ranges are needed, with the most
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sensitive being B less than 0.1 nT and the high-field range being of the order of 8–10

G. With some adjustment to accommodate the upper range, this requirement could

be met with magnetometers commonly flown on magnetospheric missions today.

2.3.5 Radio and PlasmaWave Instrument (RPWI)

The RPWI instrument may be designed similarly to the FIELDS instrument suite on

Parker Solar Probe [78] and RPW instrument onboard Solar Orbiter [81].

The RPWI sensors consist of a 3-axis search coil for detecting magnetic field

fluctuations and a 3-element electric field antenna system. The search coil sensor is

mounted on the aft spacecraft boom, with the separation from the DC magnetome-

ter and other instruments to minimize contamination of the search coil data to be

determined. The electric field antenna system should be designed in such a way to

accommodate, if possible, both DC electric field and high frequency Quasi-Thermal

Noise (QTN) measurements (see Electric Field Measurements). The antenna system

is mounted on the base of the spacecraft, with the three antenna elements separated

by ∼120◦. Each element may be about 1.75 m long. The antenna inclination to the

spacecraft axis is varied with distance from the Sun, so as to maintain permanently

some portion of it in sunlight, while minimizing heat input into the spacecraft. The

portion of antenna in sunlight needs to be the same on each element in order to enable

low frequency (less than 3 kHz) plasma waves to be sampled. To be accommodated

safely on the spacecraft, the RPWI antenna will need to be made from a refractory

material that will operate at temperatures up to 1400◦C.

Search Coil Magnetic Field Measurements. The RPWI magnetic field experiment

should operate in the frequency range ∼1 Hz to 80 kHz, allowing overlap with the

DC magnetometer at low frequencies and to measure fluctuations beyond the ion

cyclotron frequency at high frequencies.

Electric Field Measurements. The RPWI electric field experiment should measure

fluctuations in the electric field from close to DC to above the plasma frequency (1

Hz to 30 MHz was chosen for the strawman instrument) so as to return information on

low-frequency waves, turbulence, small scale structures and processes at and below

the ion inertial scale. RPWI will be also designed to diagnose accurately the electron

plasma parameters (density and temperature) using QTN spectroscopy. QTN requires

sampling the electric field fluctuations from low frequency to above the plasma fre-

quency. The strawman instrument has a sampling density of 40 samples per decade

and a temporal sampling period of 0.1s to allow rapid sampling of plasma parame-

ters local to the spacecraft. A sensitivity of 2 × 10−17 V/m2/Hz at 10 MHz provides

adequate signal to noise for QTN measurements. The strawman instrument returns

3-axis measurements sampled at 40 samples per decade, and as with the magnetic

field, cross spectra between components are returned. In the low frequency regime

(<10 kHz), cross spectra between E and B are measured to facilitate identification

of wave modes. Waveform data that allow the study of small-scale phenomena are

returned as burst mode data with a 60s cadence.
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2.3.6 Neutron/Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (NGS)

The NGS instrument was described in [82]. According to our knowledge such

instrument was not yet launched, but there were developments supported by CNES.

The NGS detector should be capable of detecting and positively identifying neu-

trons and gamma rays from the Sun having energies that range up to 10 MeV. The

neutron component should be capable of intrinsic energy resolution sufficient to sep-

arate neutrons having energies below and above 1 MeV, and better than 50% energy

resolution for neutron energies between 1 MeV and 10 MeV. This last requirement is

needed to separate quasi-steady-state neutron emission from transient neutron emis-

sion. The NGS will measure the products of the acceleration of protons (via neutrons

and gamma rays) and electrons (via gamma rays) as they interact with the dense low

chromosphere and photosphere. If microflares or nanoflares play a significant role

in coronal heating, these signatures of particle acceleration will be present. Their

spectrum and time variation provide information on the acceleration process(es).

Upward-propagating protons and electrons may be directly detected by ICARUS

I, although the probability of crossing the appropriate field lines at the critical time

may be small. The neutron and gamma-ray detection suffers no such restriction.

Furthermore, ICARUS’s close passage to the Sun provides tremendous advantage

for detection of low energy neutrons because of their short lifetimes, as well as for

spectroscopy of faint gamma-ray bursts. These observations will, for the first time,

provide solid statistical knowledge of frequency of energetic acceleration in small

solar flares.

A detection of a burst of gamma rays would help refine the energy spectrum of

transient neutrons through use of the measured time of flight between neutron arrival

times and the time of the gamma-ray burst. The detection sensitivity of the NGS

should be sufficient to measure neutrons produced by flares that release greater than

1024 ergs.

2.3.7 Common Data Processing Unit (CDPU)

For the majority of space missions (Cluster, Solar Orbiter, Parker Solar Probe), the

common DPU’s are used. The CDPU integrates the data processing and low voltage

power conversion for all of the payload science instruments into a fully redundant

system that eliminates replication, increases redundancy, and reduces overall payload

resources. The CDPU provides a unified interface to the payload for the spacecraft.

The spacecraft selects which side of the CDPU will be powered, leaving the redun-

dant side off as a cold spare. The payload CDPU communicates with the spacecraft

accepting commands and producing CCSDS packets ready for final processing by

the spacecraft for telemetry to the ground.

3 Conclusion

ICARUS will be the first mission ever to reach the deepest layers of the solar atmo-

sphere, exploring the least well known region of the heliosphere and offering a unique
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scientific opportunity to address and answer two of the major unsolved questions in

modern physics. ICARUS also represents a major technological challenge because

of the scorching heat of the Sun. Recent developments in material science, however,

and the return from the first solar encounters of Parker Solar Probe show that this

objective is now reachable. ICARUS is the obvious next step towards the Sun, with

an unequalled potential for federating the scientific community and attracting public

interest.
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